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The world has changed...



Arctic sea ice extent 1978-2007
in millions of km2

(National Snow and Ice Data Center



Emissions Trading Scheme will 
include petrol and diesel.

• At $40 a tonne this will add 10c a litre.

• IEA now suggesting carbon will trade between 
$38 and $110....



Peak oil?

‘A growing number of oil-industry chieftains 
are endorsing an idea long deemed fringe: 
The world is approaching a practical limit to 
the number of barrels of crude oil that can 
be pumped every day.’

Russell Gold and Ann Davis

Wall Street Journal, November 19th, 2007



Production cycle of an oil field





The Hubbert Peak
Sci Amer 1971
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Long term oil prices

Era of Cheap Oil

Recent Movements



Fig 2.3 How we use oil and natural gas & how this 
may change as they peak in production
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ABARE's oil price forecasts have proven to be systematically 
low

Economists' forecasts published Nov 2005  
Prof Tony Owen, UNSW, now at Curtin $35/barrel in a couple of years
Nobel Economics winner, Vernon Smith (at UNSW)  $15/barrel in the near future



Containers 
tripled in price 

since 2000 
and will 

double again 
if $200/bl.



Oil price 'may hit $200' – how do 
you manage if you have to pay 

$200 to fill a car?
Developing countries face collapse.

Argun Murti, Goldman Sachs



Have to reduce 50% by 2050...

• Either by reducing demand due to climate 
change governance....Australia committed to 
80%.

• Or by supply reductions that are going to 
happen anyway. 

• A THREAT or an OPPORTUNITY?



Sustainability is the next big economic 
opportunity...





Code red for outer suburbs...
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2.3 – 7.6
7.6 – 10.1
10.1 – 12.6
12.6 – 15.0
15.0 – 18.4
18.4 – 24.5
24.5 – 39.0

Annual Vehicle Km per Household, 2004

Outer suburbs 
residents, 

particularly 
those away from 

rail lines, drive 
much more than 

inner suburbs 
residents. 



 Activity Intensity and Transport Energy
Melbourne 

R2 = 0.5895
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LRT land 
use...





Melbourne: 

Outer suburbs 50JG 5% transit

Inner Suburbs 20GJ 15% transit

City Centre 5GJ  30% transit



The good news – building transit can 
lead to exponential declines in car 

use...

PUBLIC TRANSPORT PASSENGER 
KILOMETRES PER CAPITA VERSUS 
CAR PASSENGER KILOMETRES PER 

CAPITA

y = -4576Ln(x) + 40753

R2 = 0.4973
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If Melbourne doubled its transit...

• From 994 to 2000 pass kms/person 

• Car use would reduce by 50% from 11,920 to 
6000 pass kms/person 

Due to TRANSIT LEVERAGE... Trip chaining, give 
up one car, people move closer, land use 
changes...



The need for new rail based on TODs...







Orinoco Station – first new city in 
the suburbs



Rail saves space....

1,000 people/hr – road 
lane
2,500 people/hr - Freeway 
lane.
8,000 people/hr - Bus lane.
10-20,000 people/hr - LRT 
line
50,000 people/hr - Train 
line.



Freeway 2,500 
people per hr
Busway 5000
LRT 10,000 –

20,000
Train 50,000



The bankruptcy of the old 
approach to infrastructure



State Center TOD, 
PB Placemaking

• People living in TODs have 50% less car use 
and save 20% of their household income 
due to one less car.

• Value retained in down times and good in 
up times. 



Australian Cities – all want TODs

All strategic plans based on:

• Sustainability and overcoming car 
dependence.

• Centres and corridors.

• Transit over highways.

THIS IS THE INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO CITIES



Chatswood in Sydney built new station as 
part of a ‘Value Transfer PPP’...



Political support for cities and public 
transport....

‘Better public transport is part of the answer 
to soaring petrol prices’, Prime Minister Kevin 
Rudd says. ‘Hasn't the time come for some 
decent public transport systems, invested in 
by the national government across our major 
cities.’

June 6th, 2008, Channel 9.



Opening of new Southern Railway
90% approval ratings and already paid off



New Southern Rail....av speed 90 kph; 
max speed 130 kph. 
No Federal funds!



Political 
leadership is 
everything...

$5 : $1 on roads 
: rail

reversed





Perth j to wk 5% to 10% public transport 
in 10 yrs

Rail grown 48% in past 5 years.

Expect Sth Rail to

continue the 

growth – 40,000 

per day



Esplanade Station



New 
development
planned for 

central 
Perth... Or is 

it Dubai.



Subiaco – ‘Better Cities’ at its best.











Mandurah

3500 Boardings Per Day

900 Car Parks



Plan for Mandurah City Centre













TOD and transit....vs fringe suburbs

• Saves half the greenhouse gas and fuel.

• Saves $86 million in upfront infrastructure 
costs and $250 million in annualised transport 
costs, for every 1000 dwellings.



The world has changed...

• New political opportunities for rail

• Corridor strategies....as part of Metropolitan 
Strategies.



Corridor Strategies...

• Full rationale for rail... 

• Fed-State-Local partnership to fulfil goals for 
corridor.

• How to build around stations in partnership 
with private sector....PPPs.

• What will be the costs if you dont do it....


